Do You Know—
— that the average annual outlay of the U. S. Government for foreign aid during
the past 12 years has been almost 7 billion dollars. This exceeds the annual cost
of running the entire Federal Government during the early New Deal years when
President Roosevelt was "spending the nation into bankruptcy."
J. C. VANDYKE
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

— that the Truman Administration, with scarcely a voice of protest from Capitol
Hill, has adamantly refused to render a public accounting of the expenditures and
distribution of the $18 billion appropriated under the Mutual Security Program
for military and economic aid to our allies. The excuse, of course, is security. Yet
throughout the Lend-Lease Program, when we were engaged in full-scale war,
detailed quarterly reports were made public.
R. F. WELLS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

— that the U. S. Department of State conceived and organized the most powerful
cartel ever to exist in peacetime. It is the International Commodities Conference
which allocates scarce raw materials among the nations, stabilizes (fixes) prices,
and even controls the end use of such materials.
*
J. A. HUDSON
PITTSBURGH, PA.

— that during World War II more than 21 million men were tylled in battle,
from 15 to 20 million civilians were \illed in air raids, 29.5 million persons were
wounded, mutilated or incapacitated. Also, more than 30 million homes were
reduced to ashes and 45 million persons were evacuated, deported or interned.
JAMES HINES
HORSE BRANCH, KENTUCKY

In this space each month the MERCURY will publish what we judge to be the most impottant facts submitted by our readers. These must be facts, not opinions. Elsewhere we
publish readers' opinions as well as our own. We invite the submission of such facts and will
pay $5 for each one published. Each submission should carry the notice "Facts" and
should be accompanied by an authoritative reference. Unfortunately, we are not able to
acknowledge or return submitted material.
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CHANGING FATHERS
IN MIDSTREAM
The Problems of the Ex-Communists
As THE coLDWARnasbecomehotter,
XA_ a flood of books and articles
has been released on the subject of
Communism. In the past there were
a small number of studies by people
whose experience had given them
some "expertness" in the subject,
but they were generally ignored,
since Communism had not been
publicly recognized as a menace;
and those people who understood
the nature of the Russian regime,
when it was fashionable to hail it as
a progressive ally, were often dismissed as political neurotics, obsessed
with anti-Stalinism. On the whole,
the tendency has been to write them
off as premature anti-Communists.
In the last few years, however, the
market for writing about Communism has boomed, and the "experts" have multiplied like rabbits,
with the result that two new types
have emerged in the field: the professional historian, who has applied
his academic training to the study

of Communism, and the free-lance
amateur, who has been peddling
second-hand truths and undigested
truisms to popular audiences.
Of course, anything that throws
light on the Communist movement
is useful. For a time, so little analysis
of it reached the public, that we
could tolerate even a little nonsense
on the subject, so long as it was
accompanied by a few insights and
served to promote a greater interest
in the question. Now, it seems to
me, the prime need is for discrimination, for with the pouring out of
endless facts and theories, there is
the danger of burying the nature of
Communism under a mass of
hunches, speculations, and myths.
Where formerly too little attention
was paid to the small body of informed writing, at present too
much attention is paid to every
wild and sensational notion of
Communism.
Besides, insofar as the treatment
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